Results of the Consultation on the Eligibility of STAR Market Listings in S&P Dow Jones Indices' Global Benchmarks


In order to better reflect the total China A-share market, S&P DJI will add eligible STAR Market stocks to S&P DJI’s global benchmark and regional China A-share benchmark indices, according to the given index’s methodology.

Global benchmark index families impacted by this change include:

- S&P Global BMI
- S&P Global BMI Shariah
- S&P Global Property
- S&P/IFCI Composite
- Dow Jones Global Index
- Dow Jones Islamic Market Index

Regional China A-share benchmark indices impacted by this change include:

- S&P China A Domestic BMI
- S&P China A International
- Dow Jones China Broad Market Index

The addition of eligible STAR Market stocks will be implemented in conjunction with the upcoming index rebalancing, which takes effect prior to the market open on Monday, September 20, 2021. The changes will first be visible to clients in proforma files (*PRO.SDC) beginning on Friday, September 3, 2021.

In addition, STAR Market stocks will become eligible for all indices that use S&P DJI’s regional China A-share benchmarks as their universe, effective with the given index’s first rebalancing subsequent to September 20, 2021.

Please note the relevant index methodologies on S&P DJI’s website are being updated to reflect this change.

For more information about S&P Dow Jones Indices, please visit www.spdji.com.
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